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Influence of air pollution on respiratory health during perinatal development
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Summary

1. The respiratory system is a highly ordered
structure composed of over 40 cell types involved in a
multitude of functions. Development of the lungs spans
from embryogenesis to adult life, passing through several
distinct stages of growth.

2. Oxidant gases, airborne particles and
environmental tobacco smoke are common air pollutants
that could have a significant impact on the lungs during
both pre- and post-natal periods of life.Although the
specific target cells for exposure to these pollutants are not
clearly identified, these cells are likely to affect critical
signals or mediators expressed during distinct stages of lung
development.

3. Neonatal susceptibility to environmental
pollutants may be due to either direct or indirect hits on a
number of cell types to influence cell differentiation,
proliferation and/or maturation.Air pollutants may also
alter the normal developmental pattern for metabolic,
immune and neurological functions which are constantly
changing duringin uteroand postnatal growth.

4. The sensitivity of neonatal cells to environmental
insults is likely to be completely different to these same cell
types found in the adult.Delivery of an environmental
toxicant to the respiratory system is also dramatically
different during the fetal period compared to the postnatal
period. Passage and interaction of environmental factors
through other organ systems and the vasculature, as well as
maternal influences must be taken into consideration when
evaluating the impact of an environmental toxicant during
early life.

5. To understand the heath outcomes of exposure to a
variety of environmental factors in the respiratory system of
children requires careful consideration that lung
development is a multi-step process and cannot be based on
studies in adults.

Environmental influences on lung development

Exposure to a variety of toxicants and/or conditions
during lung development has the potential to significantly
affect the overall growth and function of the respiratory
system in children. The target of a toxic insult to the lungs
during development is likely to involve the disruption
and/or alteration of a specific molecular signal or
transcription factor, but to date, little information is

available as to the precise effect of such exposures. Timing
of exposure during development appears to be critical in the
subsequent effects observed. For example, maternal
malnutrition during gestation may significantly retard fetal
growth and the development of the lungs leading to
compromised lung function throughout life. In contrast,
exposure to environmental toxicants such as second-hand
cigarette smoke may actually accelerate the maturation of
specific cell types in the fetal lung,1 but the effects of such a
change on overall lung function in the newborn to the adult
are unknown. In general, very little is known regarding the
precise effects of maternal exposure of airborne particles on
the fetus.

Cellular differentiation, branching morphogenesis
and overall lung growth encompass several different phases
of lung development. Agrowing body of evidence suggests
that these processes can be affected by exposure to
chemicals and particles. However, the effects of exposure
are likely to be different during each phase of development.
For example, during embryogenesis and progressive stages
of fetal development, cell number, cell type and cell
function of the airways and alveoli continue to change, and
may be differentially affected based on the timing of the
exposure. Sincecells continue to differentiate and divide
during the postnatal period, chemical exposure during the
postnatal period is also likely to impact on the respiratory
system in a different fashion, based on further changes in
the cellular differentiation and anatomical growth.2 Since
growth is essentially complete by the end of adolescence,
exposure to chemicals and other factors are further likely to
have completely different consequences in the adult
compared to that found in children.2-4 Table 1 summarizes
a number of differences in ventilatory parameters between
children and adults. These differences are further

Table 1. Differ ences in ventilatory characteristics
between infants and adults.

Infants Adults

Tidal volume (ml/kg body weight) 10 10
Alveolar surface area (m2) 3 75
Respiration rate (breaths/min) 40 15
Minute ventilation (ml/kg body
weight/m2 lung surface area/min)

133 2

accentuated by the relatively greater activity of children
compared with adults as well a greater relative time spent
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Figure 1. Timeline for lung development in the mouse/rat and human respiratory system. Although all pass through
identical phases of lung development, the timing for each phase is markedly different between species.

out-of-doors.
Exposure to substances during specific periods or

windows of development may have profound effects that
would not be seen if the same exposure were to occur in the
adult. Since lung development occurs over the entire
perinatal period, exposure effects can have significant
consequences whether they occur during the pre- or
postnatal period of life.Although our understanding of
these changes at this time is extremely limited, it makes
sense that abnormal developmental changes which occur in
the perinatal period due to exposure to a variety of toxic
chemicals, such as particulate matter, may have long-term
effects persisting into adult life.

Stages of lung development

Development of the human respiratory system
involves the formation of a highly ordered airway branching
system with 25,000 distinct terminations giving rise to more
than 300 million alveoli as well as the differentiation and
proliferation of over 40 different cell types.The transition
of the lungs from a simple protruding bud of tissue from the
embryonic foregut into a highly organized, integrated,
complex structure that is innervated, ventilated and
vascularized is a multi-step process.

The development of the lungs begins in the embryo
with the evagination of an avascular epithelial bud and
subsequent growth into surrounding mesenchymal tissues.
Following embryogenesis, the fetal lungs in all mammalian
species undergo three anatomically distinct stages of growth
termed pseudoglandular, canalicular and saccular5 (Figure
1). Although the lungs have dev eloped sufficiently to
sustain life at birth, growth is far from complete.
Approximately 80 percent of alveoli in the human adult
lung arise following birth. In essence, lung development is
a continuum from embryogenesis to early adolescence.

The stages of lung development are controlled by a

variety of factors that modulate the timing and pattern of
cellular proliferation and differentiation as well as
branching morphogenesis. Recent reviews by Hackett and
Gitlin (1997)6, Shannon and Deterding (1997)7 and Ramon
(1998)1 stress the importance of a number of transcription
factors, molecular signals and soluble factors in
orchestrating the developmental process of the respiratory
tract. Thesemolecular signals are expressed in both a
temporal and spatial pattern to facilitate normal lung
development and to regulate epithelial-mesenchymal
interactions, cellular proliferation, extracellular matrix
deposition and composition, growth factor and receptor
expression, as well as cell-to-cell interactions.

Formation of pulmonary metabolic systems

Many of the enzymes that play a critical role in lung
metabolism are not fully developed at birth.A number of
these enzymes are responsible for both the activation and
detoxification of foreign or xenobiotic compounds.Among
the most important enzyme systems to develop during the
mid- to late gestational periods through to early childhood
are the glutathione-S-transferases8 and epoxide hydrolases.9

Antioxidant enzymes including superoxide dismutase,
catalase and glutathione peroxidase also appear during this
same period.10-12

A highly critical family of isozymes involved in the
bioactivation and detoxification of xenobiotic compounds is
the cytochrome P450 monooxygenase system.The
developmental profile of the cytochrome P450
monooxygenase system closely coincides with changes in
subcellular composition of Clara cells and endothelial cells
during the late gestational and early postnatal period of
development. Althoughthis family of isozymes may first
appear near the end of gestation, they are more likely to
develop during the postnatal period.A number of studies
have shown that early postnatal exposure to environmental
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toxicants can alter the developmental profile for these
isozymes.13

Administration of corticosteroids during lung
development can also alter the normal process of lung
maturation.14,15 The most likely target cell is the epithelial
cell that may be altered by an accelerated maturation and a
reduction in the rate of proliferation.Our knowledge of the
precise effects of chemicals on lung development is still
extremely limited. In addition to toxicants, it is also
important to keep in mind that nutritional deficiency can
significantly alter lung development.16

Potential targets for toxicants during lung development

The effects of many toxicants on the respiratory
system have been well characterized in the adult.Although
less is known about the effects of toxicants in the
developing lung, a number of toxicants are known to affect
the developing lungs. These include environmental tobacco
smoke,13,17-19 bioactivated compounds,2-4 and oxidant
gases.20,21 The target for a number of these compounds is
largely airway epithelial cells undergoing maturation and/or
rapid proliferation. However, the precise mechanism
leading to greater sensitivity of these cells in the neonate
compared to the adult is still unknown.22 The impact that
particles may have on lung, cardiovascular, immune
development is expected to vary from that of adults,
although the actual effects are not known.

Environmental tobacco smoke and early perinatal
effects on the lungs

The lungs are extremely sensitive to a large number
of inhaled toxicants.23 Environmental tobacco smoke
(ETS) is an excellent example of an airborne pollutant that
contains many of these toxicants. ETS is defined as a
combination of exhaled mainstream smoke and sidestream
smoke giv en off f rom the smoldering end of a cigarette. A
strong relationship has been demonstrated between
respiratory illness in young children and ETS exposure.17

Exposure to ETS is also associated with significant risks in
the development and/or exacerbation of asthma, airway
hyperresponsiveness, and other respiratory symptoms such
as cough, wheeze, and mucus production (Table 2).
Epidemiological studies suggest that exposure to smoke
during the perinatal period may have adverse effects on
lung function that can persist into adulthood.However, the
mechanisms leading to this process are unknown.

Table 2.

Children raised in homes of smokers have:
Increased respiratory symptoms.
Airway obstruction.
Airway hyperactivity.
Higher incidence of severity of clinical asthma.

Studies from our laboratory have used various
exposure regimens to aged and diluted sidestream cigarette
smoke (SS) as a surrogate to environmental tobacco smoke

to determine the existence of critical windows of exposure
during the perinatal period of development. Timed
pregnant rats were exposed to environmentally relevant
concentrations of SS using a concentration of 1 mg/m3 of
total suspended particulates (TSP).Timed pregnant dams
were examined under the following four exposure
regimens: (1) exposure to SS only during thein utero
period, (2) exposure to SS only during the postnatal period,
(3) exposure to SS during bothin utero and postnatal
periods and (4) exposure to filtered air during bothin utero
and postnatal periods. All rat offspring were examined at 7
to 10 weeks of age.18 Animals exposed to SS during both
the in utero and postnatal periods exhibited marked
alterations in airway sensitivity (Figure 2) and pulmonary
neuroendocrine cell (PNEC) frequency (Figure 3) in
contrast to animals which had been exposed to SS only
during the prenatal period or only to SS during the postnatal
period, but not both.We hypothesize that these changes are
due to SS exposure during critical windows of lung growth
and development that include both fetal and early postnatal
periods of life. Such exposure conditions are not
uncommon in humans and appear to be essential for airway
hyperresponsiveness to develop.

Figure 2. Methacholine-induced changes in lung resis-
tance after differential timing of exposure to ETS during
the perinatal period of life. Abbreviations: FA, filtered air;
SS, sidestream cigarette smoke. Rats were exposed to FA
and/or aged and diluted SS using four different timing regi-
ments: a) exposure to FA during bothin uteroand postnatal
periods (FA/FA), b) exposure to SS only during the postna-
tal period (FA/SS), c) exposure to SS only during the in
uteroperiod (SS/FA), and d) exposure to SS during both in
uteroand postnatal periods (SS/SS).Reproduced from Joad
et al.1995, with permission of Academic Press, Inc.

Since differences noted in this study could also be
attributed to the duration of exposure rather than the timing
of exposure, we tested the hypothesis that early exposure to
environmental tobacco smoke during the perinatal period is
sufficient to produce a lasting response into adulthood.
Maternal exposure to SS was begun on gestational day 5,
followed by continued exposure to SS during the first 3
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Figure 3. Pulmonary neuroendocrine cell number per
centimeter basal lamina length in the airways of rats after
differential exposure to ETS. Abbreviations: FA, filtered
air; SS, sidestream cigarette smoke. Neuroendocrine cells
were identified by neuron-specific enolase staining (Joadet
al., 1995). Labelingof each exposure group is identical to
that found in Figure 2.

weeks of life. At 8 weeks of age, the airway reactivity of
these animals was markedly increased compared to the
lungs of rats exposed only to filtered air, despite the absence
of SS exposure from 3 to 8 weeks of age.19 This model
appears to be highly analogous to the development of
pulmonary function decrements in children exposed to
tobacco smoke during the perinatal period.24,25 Therefore,
this animal model affords the opportunity to examine more
precisely critical periods during lung development when
exposure to SS leads to increased airway responsiveness
and whether changes in PNEC number and/or function
might be responsible for these changes.Critical windows
of exposure during the perinatal period which affect airway
reactivity are clearly defined in these experimental studies,
but the long-term effects of such perinatal exposures into
adulthood are not known.

Conclusions

To better understand the potential effects of critical
windows of exposure in children on the respiratory system,
it is important to consider the following factors that
characterize the process of lung development. First,lung
development is a multi-event process that is not restricted to
prenatal life. Although the lungs undergo dramatic changes
during the embryonic, pseudoglandular, canalicular and
saccular stages, the majority of changes to the lungs
continue postnatally during the process of alveolarization.
Second, only a limited number of maturational events must
be finished at birth for successful survival of the organism.
Third, cellular differentiation, branching morphogenesis
and overall growth define lung development during both the
pre- and postnatal periods.Finally, all these developmental
ev ents occur in the presence of an increasing mass of total
cells.
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